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.

~ order to investigate the effects of interference on win&body cob
binations, tests were conducted at Mach nunibersof 1.50 and 2.02 of a
pointed, cylindrical body, of six triangular wings having aspect ratios
from 0.67 to 4.00, and of the wings snd the body h combination. The body
had a fineness ratio of 7.33, a conical nose with a semiapex sngle of l~o,
and en ogival transition section to a cylindrical afterbody. The wings
had &percen+thick double+redge sections with the maximm thiclmess at
the midchord, and the wing-body conibinations were made by inserting the
wings at zero incidence into the cylindrical part of the body. Experi-
mental lift and pi.tching+mment results were obtained for a nominal angle-
of-attack rsnge of *5.50 and a constant Reynolds nuniber,based on the body
length, of 5.5 million. Theoretical characteristics of the body and wings
alone end in combination, as well as the interference, were calculated
from the available theories and compared with the e~rinmdml results. ‘

The experimmtsl results presented have been corrected for the non- ‘
uniform flow conditions that existed in the wind tunnel and the theoreti-
cal nmthod by which the corrections were made is given.

The theory described by Allen in NACA RMA9126, 1949, produced res@.ts
in good agreement with the masured values of lift and pitching mommt for
the body. The agreement was better at a lhch ntier of 1.50 than at 2.02.
Comparison of the ~one data with the results of Love in NACA RM L9D07,
1949, indicated a marked effect of the position of maximum thiclmess on the
lift-curve slope. The lift-curve slops for the wings tested were consider-
ably greater than for wings with the maximm thickness at 18-percent chord
in the upper range of wing aspect ratios. For the w@+ody conibinations
having low-spectiatio wings, the theoretical predictions of Spreiter in
NACA TN 1662, 1948, were in good agreemnt with the experimental values of
lift and nmment. For the win@ody combinations having higher-aspectiatio
wings, a modification of the theory of NACA TN 1662 produced predictions in
good agreement with experiment.
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The results for the components alone and in combination were used to
determine the total interference, which is defined as the sum of the inter-

b

ference effects of the body on the wing forces and of the wings on the body
forces. The izrberferenceeffects were important for the wim@mdy combina-
tions having small wings relative to the body. Both the results of the
theory of NACA TN 1662 and of the modified theory were in good agreement
with the experimental.lymeasured interference results.

lXTRODUCTION

The forces on a conkd.nationof a wing and a body canbe considered to
consist of the sum of the forces on the wing alone, the body alone, and
the interference forces of the wing on the body snd of the body on the
wing. The wing alone and the body alone have received intensive study,,
but at the present time no correlation exists between theory and experiment
for the interference forces, even though these forces may be large.

Several investigators have presented theoretical mthods of predicting
interference forces. Spreiter, in reference 1, has investigated the effect
of interference on the lif%mrve slope end cente=f-pressure position of P
slender wiq+body conibinations. This theory assumes that the body is
slender and the leading edges of the wings are swept well behind the kch
cone. Ferrari, in reference 2, has investigated the problem of interfer- Y

ence between a rectangular wing and a body. In this paper the effect of
the wing on the body forces, assuming that tx flow field due to the wing
is unchanged by the presence of the body, and the effect of the body on the
wing forces, assuming that the body flow field is unchanged by the presence
of the wfng, were determined. Brown, Friedman, and Hodes, in reference 3,
have investigated the conical-flow problem of interference between a trian-
gular wing and a conical body, the apx of which coincides with the wing apex.

The present experiments were designed to masure the total lift and
pitching-moment interference of triangular ~body conibinatims at supe~
sonic speeds and to compare the data with the theory and a modification of
the theory of reference 1. The eqerimmts also afforded an opportunity
for conqmrison of the lift force and pitching moment of the body and wings
alone with values predicted by the available theories. The total inter-
ference, which is defined as the sum of the interference effects of the
body on the wing forces and of the wing on the body forces, was determined
by subtracting the sum of the lift, or pitching mment, of the wings and
body alone from the lift, or pitching monnt, of the corresponding combina-
tions. In order to isolate the interference effect of the body on the ●

wings from the effect of the wings on the body, the forces on the wings
must be measured in the presence of the body; the experimental program
includes the measurenxmt of these forces and will be reported in a sub- V

sequent paper.

-+.“
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NOTATION

body (2~oz adx), square inches

local body radius, inches

man aerodynamic chord
r)
~ Cr , inches

cross-flow section drag coefficient of a circular cylinder

lift coefficient based on totsl wing pla?&form area for wings
and coribinationsand on base area for body

increnm.t in lift coefficient due to stream angle

pitche~nt coefficient about wing centraid for wings
and cotiinations and about body nose for body, based on
total wing plan%orm area and nan aerodynamic chord for
wings and conibinations,and on base area and body length
for body

incre?mnt in mcmnt coefficient due to stream angle

wing apex chord, inches

complete elliptic integral of second MM

body

force, pounds

length, inches

r ‘LBw %!total Mft-interf erence ratio — = — -
LB+%? )L#& 1

pitching moment, inch-pounds

fre~tream Mach nuiber

total moment-interference ratio, moments about body nose
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between lower- and *

upper-surface static pressures and free-stream &uamic
pressure

local wing semispan, inches

total wing plemform area as extended in figure 1 (S = crsm)>
square inches

volume of kmdy, cubic inches

free~tream velocity, jnches per second

longitudinal coordinate, measured along body axis frombcdy
nose for body alone and cotiination, or mmaured along wing
apex chord from wimg apex for wings, positive downstream}
im.ches

Y lateral coordinate, normal to vertical plane of symmetry, inches

a angle of attack in radians unless otherwise spcified

%3 stream emgle, radians

e wing semiapex engle, degrees

h modification factor to account for finite w- aspect ratios ,

7 correction for three-dimensional effects on body

% sweep angle of wing

%12 sweep angle of wing

v velocity potential.

B

w

c

W?3

leading edge, degrees

midchord line, degrees

Subscripts

body alone

wing alone

@-w+* coliMnation

effect of wing on body
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BW effect of body on wing

5

~+() limiting

b value at

z value at

value of quantity as lift approaches zero

body base

intersection of wing leading edge end body

m maximum value

s value due to stream angle

t value at the wing trailing edge

a theoretical value for infinite aspect ratio

bc centroid of body ptiorm area

Cp center of pressure of -* combination

t

EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
●

. Apparatus and Procedure

.

The tests were performed in the Ames 1- by 3~oot supersonic wind
tunnel No. 1. This closed-circuit continuous+~ration wind tunnel is r

equipped with a flexible-plate nozzle that can be adjusted to give test-
section Mach ntiers from 1.2 to 2.4. Reynolds nwiber variation is
accomplished by changing the absolute pressure in the tunnel from one-
fifth of an atmosphere to a~oxima~ely three atmospheres depending on
the Mch nuniberand mibtent temperature. The tunnel is equipped with a
strain~age balance for ~asuring the aerodyytc forces on st~
supported models (reference 4). ~ the arrangement described in refer-
ence 4, the pitching momnt was obtained from the reactions on the main
balance springs and was not sufficiently accurate. Therefore, the
pitthing moment h the present investigatim was more accurately dete~
mined from stra~ge =asurements of the bending momnt in the sting
support (reference 5).

The models were tested through a nodnal angl=fattack rsage of
+5.5° at Mach nunibersof 1.X and 2.o2. A const=t Re~lds nuniberof
O.5 mi12.ionper inch was maintained and, in order to make the effects of
condensation negligible, the humidity was held to less than 0.0003 pound
of water vapor per pound of dry air.
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Models and Supports

4

t

The body (fig. 1) had a fineness ratio of 7.33, a c~ical nose with
a semiapex angle of 15°, and an agival transition section fairtng into a
cylindrical afterbody. The length of the body was limited by the condi–
tion that the nose wave reflected from the tunnel side walls should fall
behind the body base.

The geonwtrical pro~rties and designations of the six wing models
used in the investigation are sunmmrized in table 1. A photograph of
the wing family is presented in figure 2. The wings had symmetrical
double+mdge a~oil sections in the streamuise direction with a maximum
thickness of 8 percent at the midchord. All the wings were made of
hardened tool steel and were finishedby grinding. They were all equip~d
with small supports which were designed to reduce the effect of the
supports on the aerodynamic forces of the wing alone to a negligible
quantity.

.

For all the win&body cofiinations the wings were located along the
cylindrical part of the body. me nmthod of assembling the combh.ations
is shown in figure 3.

All the models were mounted on the sam sting. However, as shown in
figure 4, different shrouds were used for the wing tests than for the body
and cotiination tests.

ANALYSIS OF DATA

Corrections to Experimental Results

.

The experimental lift and moment data have been corrected for the
nonuniform flow conditions in the tunnel test section. The measured
values of the stream angle and pressure coefficient in the vertical plane
of symmetry of the empty tunnel were used, together with the theoretical
results of the appendix, in estimating the corrections. It was found,
in general, that the corrections to lift and moment were small but not
negligible. The mximum correction to lift+xmve slope for all configura-
tions at both l.kchnuniberswas 10 percent of the measured lift<urve slope.
The corrections to the moment data, at both Mach nmibers, shifted the
center of pressure of the body 4 peroent of the body length; the center
of pressure of the wings, a mxzimum of 3 percent of the whg mean aero-
dynamic chord; and the center of pressure of the wing-body combinations,
a maximum of 3 percent of the body length.

,-

v
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Precision

The precision of the experimental data has been evaluated by the
=thod outlined in Appendix A of reference 5. This includes ~ estimate
of the precision of each measurement and the resulting uncertainty in
the measurement. There is a tither uncertainty involved in the accuracy
of the corrections applied to the experimental data of the present tests.
The latter inaccuracy is estimated to cause sn uncertainty of *0.CX17in
the lift coefficients for body, wings, and win&body cotiinations; an
uncertainty of *O.006 in the moment coefficients for the body and an
uncertainty of ~. 004 in the mcmmt coefficients for the wings and the
wing-body conibinations. The total uncertainty in the results is taken
as ~he s@are rmt
ties.

The following
tions at both Mach

of the sum of the sqmes ~f the individual uncertain-

table lists the total uncertainty for all cotiigura–
numbers:

I Qusntity
I

Uncertatity for I Uncertainty for wings and
body win&&tlo&ycombinations I

Tsien
on slender
supersonic

*0.02 *().(X!

*.009 * .009

* .007 + .005

*.1O *.1O

THIZOZtlITICALCONS~IO1’iS

Body

(reference 6) showed that the lift force and pitching momnt
bodies of revolution at low angles of attack are the-same at
speeds as at subsonic speeds, and that the results are the

same as those predicted by Munk*s airship theory (reference 7). Thus,
. the lift-curve slope of a body with a finite base is 2 for all lhch

nunibersif the base is used as the reference area. Experiments have shown
that,while this is a good ’approximationat low angles of attack, at’higherm
angles of attack the lift-curve slope increases and the slende~ody
theory is no longer adequate. Slender-body theory neglects the effects of

—

viscosity and considers only the potential.flow about the body. A large
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effect of viscosity can be included by considering the flow of a real
fluid about an infinite cylinder incltied to the stream. In reference 8,
Jones has shown that the forces m an inclined inflnite cylinder are
detemined by the cross flow, that is, the component of the flow perpen-
dicular to the cylinder. Since the flow of a real fluid normal to a
cylinder usually separates, a drag of cross flow occurs and appears as a
normal force on the inclined cylinder. Allen (refersnce 9) has estimated
the effects of cross-flow separation on the aerodynamic
slender bodies of revolution. The lift coefficient, by
reference 9, is

coefficimts of
the method of

(1)

The first term represeritsthe contribution of slende~bdy theory. The
second term accounts for the added lift due to the cross-flow separation.
In the second tea cdc is the drag coefficient experienced by an itii-
nitely long circular cylinder at the Reynolds number and Mach nuniberbased
upon the diameter of the body and the cross component of the velocity.
The factor q allows for the effect of the finite length of the circular
cylinder with the assumption that the reduction in drag coefficient for
fineness ratio is the same for each element of the cylinder. It is also
assumed that the reduction in drag is the same for a body(of varying
cross sectior$and a cylinder of equal fineness ratios. For a cylinder
with the same fineness ratio as the present body, reference 9 gives
q=Q.65. This value, together with cdc=l.2, has been used with equa-
tion (1) in determining the theoretical lift curve for the body.

If the moments are taken about the nose and the body length is used
as the reference length, the pitchiement coefficient is given by

(2)

wings

The lift-curve slopes for the wings
of the linearized supersonic wing theory
parameter p ten G is less than unity (subsonic leading edge), the lift-
curve slope is given by

were determined from the results
(references 10 or 11). When the

(3)

P’

b
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.

For the triangular wings for which p tan ~ is
(supersonic leading edge), the lift-curve slope

dCL 4—=-
da B

●

greater than unity
is given by (reference

9

12)

Linear theory gives the result that the pitchi~oment

(4)

coefficient
with the
zero for

The

moment taken about the centroid of the wing plan-form area is
all triangular wings having symmetrical sections.

will@bdy Conibinations

1

lift-ourve slope for a slender win&body cotiination consisting
of a low%spect~atio trMngular wing mounted on the cylindrical.part of
a pointed body is by the method of Spreiter (reference 1)

(5)

where the totsl wing pltiorm area (including the part within the body)
has been used as the reference area. The first term in equation (5)
represents the contribution of the body nose to the lift, and the second
term represents the contribution of the winged part of the configuration.
The lift force on the cylindrical afterb@y is considered to be zero.
This would be correct for combinations having low-aspect~atio wings,
provided the trdiling vortex sheet remained flat. When the effects of
highe~spect-ratio wings and the rolling up of the trailing vortex sheet
are considered in the analysis, the force on the afterbody is no longer
zero, but estimtes show that the force is negligible for the angles of
attack of the present tests. -

la order to exteti the method of reference 1 for application to cow ,
binations consisting of triangular wings of higher aspect ratio, the
second term in equation (5) rmmt be modified. When the n&hod of Spreiter
is aflpliedto wings alone, the results become identical to the low~spect-
ratio triengula~ing results of Jones (reference 13). It is lamwn that
the lift+xmve slopes estimated by this theory are too large when the para-
meter 13tan ~ is not small compared to unity and must be ml.tiplied by a
factor L to bring them into agreement with the linearized theories appli–
cable to triangular wings of higher aspect ratio. The factor L is
obtained by dividing equations (3) and (k) by the low~spect~atio results
(dCL/da = 27ctane):
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1(6)

The assumption is now made that the wing factor X can be applied to the
lift on the winged part of the combinations. Theoretically, this assump-
tion has been shown to be valid for the confcal flow case of a triangular
~raounted on a conical body, the apex of which coincides with the wing
apex (reference l). By physical reason=, this assumption is a good
approximation for small values of P tan e (the range where the theory of
reference 1 should be applicable) since X is then nearly unity. It is
also good when the lift on the winged part of the conibinationis carried
mostly by the wing, which is the case if p tan e is large when the w=
is large relative to the body. By the application of the factor k
equation (5), there is obtained

This equation has been used to determine the modified theory values

to

(7)

of

z

c

lift~urve slope for the win&body combinations.

By the use of the foregoing method, the value of dC~dCL
mments taken about the wing centroid with the man aero@mmic
reference length is given as fo~ows:

for
chord as

The position of the center of pressure with respect to the nose of the body
is given by .

.
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*+~(1-*)
(9)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

*+LBw theD order to isolate the total interference ratio
~+Lw ‘

characteristics of the body alone, the wings alone, end the conibinations
must be measured. The results of the tests to determine these characte~
istics are discussed individually and are presented in the form of lift
and pitc~ment coefficients in figures 5 to 7 for the body, wings,
and conibinations,respectively. The results are summarized in table 11.
From these data, the total interference was detemined and the results
are presented & figure 8 in terms of
and in figure 9 in terms of the total

Body

the total lift-interference ratio
mcmmt-interference ratio.

Lift.- At l&=l.~, the exprimentsl curve (fig. 5) was in good
agree= with the curve predicted by the theory of reference 9. At
~=2.02, the e~ri~ntal lift coefficients were greater inuagnitude
than the theoretical values at any angle of attack, consequently the
experimental value of the lift-curve slope at zero angle of attack was
greater than the theoretical. Since cross-low separation does not affect
(dCL/da)L+ , the difference between the theoretical and experimental

Yvalues of th s quantity must be attributed to other effects of viscosity
or to the fact that the body was not sufficiently slender to warrant the
use of slendetiody theory. With regard to other effects of viscosity,
it is lmown that Reynolds nunibercan have a large effect on the value of
(dCL/da)La 0 of a body of revolution (reference 4), but it was foun&
that for the present body (dcL/ti)~O was independent of scale above
a Reynolds nuniberof 3 x 10= (based on the body length) for l&=l.50.
Since the Re~olds nuniberwas 5.5 x 10s for the data presented at both
~=1.50 and ~=2.02, it is believed that the scale effect was insig-
nificant.

Pitching moment.- On the basis of slende~ody theory, the center
of pressure of the present body is approximately 19 prcent of the body
length behind the nose. According to the theory of reference 9, a force
due to cross-flow separation, proportional to the square of the emgle of
attack, has been assumed to act at the centroid of the bdy plan-form drea.
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As the angle of attack increases, the cross force due to separation causes
the center of pressure to move rearward, producing a stabilizing influence,

b

as the theoretical.curve of figure 5 shows. A comparison at the two lhch
nu@ers of the experimental moment curve with the viscous theoretical curve
shows that the agreement was good amd there was little change with Mach
number.

wings

ijift.- The lift results for the wings alone are summarized in fig-
ure 10. The wing lift-curve slopes are divided by the two-dimensional
lift-curve slopes end are shown as a function of f3tame. The experi-
mental results obtained by Love (reference 14) for triangular wings with
the same thictiess ratio as the present wings (8 percent), but with the
mximum thiclmess at 18 @rcent of the chord instead of 50 percent of the
chord, are also shown in figure 10. The Reynolds mmibers in the tests of

—

reference 14 were not greatly different from those of the present tests.
Comparison of the present results with those of reference 15 shows that
the lift-curve slope was much less in the upper range of 13tame for the
wings which had steeper leadin&-edge wedge angles than those of the present
wings. Thus, airfoil+ection shape has a decided effect on the lift of

#

triangular wings. When the flow perpendicular to the leading edge is con-
sidered, the bow wave should become attached to the wing leading edge at .
lower values of ~ tan c for the present wings than for wings with msxi–
mum thickness at 18 percent of the chord. Better agreement with the
linear $heory is thus to be expected in this range of @ tane for the
present wings. According to the linear theory, the wing lift-curve slope
should fall on one line when plotted as shown in figure 10. The present
experimental results at Mach nunibersof 1.50 aid 2.02 did not fall on one
line, thus additional effects of Mach number beyond those predicted by the
linear theory were indicated. Why these effects of I&chnunlber shouldbe
important for the present wings and not for-the wings with maximum thicbess
at 18 percent of the chord is not clear.

Center of uressure.- The experimental variation of center-of-pressure
position with P ten= is presented in figure 11. The data show that the
center-of-pressure positions were 3 to 8 percent of the mean aerodynamic
chord forward of the wing centroid of area for all the wings of the present
investigation except W1’ at ~=1.50 and 2.02 and W2 at ~=1.50. The
results were not geatly different for the two Mach numbers. In general,
the centei%f~ress”ure positions for the wings of the present tests were
slightly forwtid of those for the wings of reference 14-. The deviation of
the center of.pressure from the theoretical pos~tion at the wing centroid

.

aad the deviation between wings of different section must be due to highe~
order compressibility and viscous effects. A complete explanation of the .

deviation must await a careful study of the boundary-layer behavior on the
wings, together with experimental determinations of the _ressure dis-
tributions.
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W~Body Cotiinations

Lw!2*- The lift-urve dopes of the w~body conibinations are shown
in figure 12 as a function of the wing paramter 13tan e. The figure “
shows that the experimental results were in good agreement with the the-
oreticalresults of reference 1 in the low range of mil.uesof 13ten e for
which the theory was intended. The agreement between the experimental
results and the mdif ied theoretical results was good throughout the test
range. It thus appears that the mdified theory should be applicable to
win&body cotiinations similar to those of the present tests -that is,
to those configurations for which the lift of the wings is large compared
to that of the body in the upper range of P ten ~. The Bthod wo~d thus
be applicable to a triangula&wing airplme. However, for the case of a
small surface of large $ tan e such that the lift of the surface is small
compared to that on the body, it cannot be assumed that the present mthod
would give valid results.

Center of pressure.– The center-of-pressure positions at zero lift,
as fractions of the body length behind the nose, have been plotted against
B tan e for both Mach nuders in figure 13. The figure includes the theo-
retical cente~f-pressure positions calculated by the method of reference 1
for the combinations with the l~spectiatio wings, emd by the method of
the modified theory for all the cofiinations. The figure shows a rapid
rearward movement of the center of pressure as j3tsme increased, and at
high values of P tan e the center of pressure approached a constant posi-
tion at x/Z = O.@. Since the moment was due primarily to the wings as
P tan c became large, the center of pressure for the cofiinations should
approach asymptotically the limiting rearward position of the centroid for
the wing family. !l?hiscorresponds to 0.636 z behind the nose. The
ment between theory and experiment was good. The experi~ntal values
~=2.02 and large values of ~ tcme were slightly greater thsm the
retical values, but never by more than 2 percent of the body length.

agree-
for
the-

Interference EffectB

The lift of a wir&body cotiination may be

k=%r+%+%m+hw

defined by

(lo)

where the wing alone is defined as the total wing, including the part
blanketed by the body. The term LBW is defined as the difference
between the lift force on the wing in the presence of the body and the
lift force on the wing alone. Thus LW is the effect of the body on
the wing lift force. similarly, ~ is the effect of the wing’m the
body lift force. The total lift-interference ratio is
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end, correspondingly,

with all mmnts taken
ratios may be obtained
and COtititiOl10.

NACA RM ‘AXF06

the total pitchin~ment interference ratio is

(12)

about the body nose. Thus the total interference
from the characteristics of wings alone, body alone,

Iiffk.- Figure 8 reveals that the total lift-interference ratio was
negative (i.e., unfavorable) throughout the,test range. It must be
remdbered, however, that the sign of this ratio depends to a large extent
on the wing definition. In the present paper, the wing @one included the
part inside the body. If the wing had been defined as the exposed half-
wings joined together, the total lift interference would have been favor-
able, but of the same order of ?mgnitude. The figure also shows that the
interference ratio was largest in magnitude for the coribinationbhaving
the lowest ratio of the wing semispan to body radius. The interference 4
ratio decreased rapidly as the whg semispan was increased relative to the
body radius. For large values of %l&b ~ the interference ratio approached
zero. .

Even though the results of reference 1 were not derived for win&body
combinations having wings of high aspect ratio, there is little diffe~ence
between the results calculated by this method and those calculatedly the
modified theory when they are plotted in the form shown. The experinr3ntal
values of the interference ratio were smaller in magnitude thin the theo-
retical values, but the agreement between theory and experiment is co&
sidered good. Better ~ee~nt is to be expected for a body of higher
fineness ratio and thinner wings than those used h the present investiga-
tion.

Pitching moment.- Figure 9 shows that, in general, the total moment-
interference ratio was negative (i.e., h&<MB+Mw) and decreased inmagnf-
tude rapidly as s~ab was increased. For values of s~ab greater than
about 3.0 the interference ratio was negligible. The experimmtal values
of the interference ratio were less in magnitude than the theoretical
values, but the agreenwnt between experimnt and theory was considered
good. Figure 9 also shows that there was little difference in the momnt-
interference results for the two Mach numbers. .

.
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. C.ONCL~IONS

In order to evaluate interference, the lift end pitching momnt of
a pointed cylindrical body of six triangular wings.having aspect ratios
of 0.67 to 4.00 and of the wings and body in cotiination were investigated
experixcentallyat Mach nunibersof 1.~ and 2.02. The experinsntal results
for the body, wings, and conibinations,as well as the interference results,
were compsred with values predicted by available theories. The results
support the following conclusions:“

1. The lift and pitching+nomnt curves of the body as predicted by
the method of NACA mA9126, 1949, were in good agreement with the experi–
mental curves.

2. Comparison of the results of the present investigation with those
in NACA RM L9D07, 1949, indicated that the position of the maximum
thickness had a marked effect on the lift of triangular wings having
doubl~edge sections with a msximum thickess ratio of 8 percent. For
the present wings of high aspect ratio and maxinmm thickness at ~rcent
chord, the liftmurve slopes were considerably greater than those for wings
with maximnu thickness at l&percent chord.

4
3. For the wing~ody cotiinations having lo~spect%atio wings, the

theoretical predictions of NACA TN 1662, 1948, were in good agreement with
the experimmtal lift and pitching-moment results.

4. For the win&body conibinationshaving higher-aspect-ratio wings,
the theoretical results of NACA TN 1662 were modified and found to be in
good agreement with the experimental results. This modified theory should
be applicable to win@mdy conibinationssimilar to those of the present
tests – that is, to those configurations for which the lift of the wings
is large compared to that of the body.

5. The interference effects were important for the w@&mdy combi–
nations having small wings relative to the body. Both the theoretic~
results of NACA TN 1662 end the modified theoretical results were in good
agreement with the measured values.

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee

Moffett Field, Calif.
for Aeronautics
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APPENDIX

NACARMA50F06
d

.

DERIVATION OF CORRECTIONS FOR STREAM NONJNIFOflllITIES

The aerodynamic coefficients of the present investigation have been
corrected for nonunifmm flow conditions at the tunnel position where the
mcdels were tested. Corrections were applied to account for vertical and
horizontal pressure gradients and for stream angle., Although the correc-
tions were not negligible, they were not sufficiently large to warrant
more refined methtis in their calculation.

In reference 1, the velocity potential Q for the steady-etate flow
around an infinite cylinder having flat-plate wings was derived and used
to determine the lift and pitching moment of slender wing-body combina-
tions. It was shown that the theory,is applicable to triangular wing-
body combinations at supersonic speeds, provided the bdy is slender and
has’a pointed nose and the wing is swept well behind the Mach cone. The
loading coefficient for a wing-body combination in a uniform stream was
given in reference 1 as —

A~ .
~

The lift on a spmwise

(bqds+~daL*.4 __ ——
)

t

70 K 70 bsdx &Ldx
(Al)

“

strip of width dx was given as

(A’)

In a nonuniform stream, the loading on mcdels is affected by both
the stream-angle magnitude and the strea~e ~adient. The magnitude
of the streamangle can be accounted for by substituting equation (Al)
in equation (A2) and integrating. This substitution was made in refer–
ence 1 for various configurationsand the results are directly applicable

.

to the present corrections if as is substituted for a in finding the

lift on a s~nwise strip of width dx due to the strea~ngle magnitude
at the strip. An additional loading term to account for a strea~ngle
gradient in the x direction is

(A3)
.

The lift on a spanwise element of the configuration due to the gradient
of stream angle in the x direction can be fowid by substituting equa- .

tion (A3) in equation (A2) and integrating. The total increment in lift
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due to stream angle can then be found by adding the spanwise incremental.
lift due to stream+ngle gradient and streawangle magnitude and integ-
rating the result in the x direction.

Body Corrections

The lift and pitching+oment coefficients of the bcdy have been cor–
rected for stream angle, vertical pressure gradients, and for cross-flow
separation due to stream angle in planes perpendicular to the body axis.
For purposes of inking these corrections, the flow about the body has
been viewed in planes perpendicular to the bdy axis as shown in figure 14.
Consider point P in such a plane with the tunnel empty. There will be a
certain pressure coefficient at point P due to conditions in its fore-
cone. With the body in place, the pressure coefficient at point P is
the sum of the pressure coefficient in the empty tunnel modified by the
shielding effect of the body plus the pressure disturbance due to flow
aroun~ the bcdy. The shielding effect will be a complicated function of
how pressure disturbances arising in the shadow of the bdy from P pass
around the body to P. It is believed that the shielding effect is sm%ll
if P is some distance from the bcdy. Therefore, superimposed on the

s pressure coefficient at P in the empty tunnel is the increment due to
the flow arou?xlthe bcxiy. In slender~ody theory, the flow in a plane
perpendicular to the body depends only on the component of the free-
stream velocity in this plane together with the streamwise gradient of
this component. If it is assumed t-t in the empty tunnel these quant-
ities are sensibly uniform in any vertical plane in the neighborhood of
the region to be occupied by the bcdy, the flow as viewed in the plane

d(a+a~)
will depend only on a+as and dx

(where as is the local stream

angle) for the given body cross secticm in the plane. The stream angle
will then cause an increment in the pressure coefficient at P which,
to the order of the accuracy of the foregoing assumptions, is additive
to the pressure coefficient for the empty tunnel. If the point P n~
moves to the body and the shielding effect is still neglected, the pres—
sure coefficients as measured in the empty tunnel and those due to stream
angle both act on the bmlyand produce correctims to the aerodynamic
coefficients.

Vertical pressure gradients.- The increments in lift and pitching–
moment coefficients due to the vertical pressure gradients of the empty
tunnel,

‘h
and AC%, respectively, may r-ily be calculated. The

. increment in lift inefficient with the base area as reference area is

(A4)
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where A~/q is the ratio of the difference between the static pressure

at the position of the bcxlysurface in the empty tunnel and the referencs-
.

wall static pressure to the free-stream dynamic pressure, and e is the
angular position of the boiy meridian measured from the lower intersection
of the vertical plane of symmetry with the bmly. The increment in moment

—

coefficient, taking the moment about the bcdy nose and using the body ,
length as the reference length, is

(A5)

The fact that vertical pressure gradients may have a large effect on the
aerodynamic coefficients of a slender body is associated with the inherent
inefficiency of a slender baiy as a lifting device.

Stream angle.- For the bmiy alone, the velocity potential given in
reference 1 (with the velocity potential for uniform flow normal to the
horizontal plane of symmetry subtracted out) reduces to

Q= voa* JW (A6)

When equation (A6) is substituted in equation (A3), the leading coeffi–
cient due to the streawangle gradient becomes

(A7)

Equation (A7) canbe substituted in
streawangle gradient on a spanwise

equation (A2) to give the lift due to
strip of width dx as

da8
= 2Y& —

dx
(A8)

The incremental spanwisb lift due to the magnitude of the stream angle
can be found, by substituting equation (Al) in equat~on (A2), to be

The addition of equation (A8) and equation (A9) yields.the total-
incremental spanwise lift due to stream angle as

(A9)

(A1O)

.
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When equation (AIO) is integrated over the body length and converted to
. coefficient form, the incr~ment in lift coefficient due to stream angle

becomes

2CL= =-$
f

“~ (a’as) dx
dx

o

or

(All)

‘Ls = 2 lz~b (A12)

Equation (A12) expresses the interesting result that the increment in
lift coefficient due to stream angle for a pointed body of revolution
depends only on the value of the stream angle at its base.

The increment in pitchin&mment coefficient ‘dueto stream angle is

2

( J

xb

‘%=–—
ab2 Z ~b –

ab2z
a2as dx

)
o

(A13)

* Cross–flow separation due to streama @e.–The experimental data
can be corrected for the effect of cross—flow separation due to stream
angle by the method of reference 9. when a is replaced by u+%,
reference 9 gives the force per unit length due to cross—flow separation
as

For
net
the

For

small angles of attack, the cross farce is nearly all lift and the
cross force can be determined approximately by integrating fv over
bciiylength. By conversion to coefficient form, there is obtained

c% =

small angles of

+Tcd %3%_
fiab c f

t5 1-%31@-+=’J2dx

attack, the part of C
%

due to stream angle is

The correcticm

of attack, ~
second integral

●

Lc~ increases with angle of attack. At large angles

is &ually small compared to u so that in this case the
can be neglected.

+-“ ““--
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The increment in pitching+mment coefficient due to the effect of
stream angle on cross—flow separation is

.

.“

where moments are taken about the nose and the bmly length is the refer-
ence length.

Experimental verificatim.- Body-lone corrections obtained by the
foregoing method have been compared with experimental pressure distribu-
tions obtained on a parabolic+mc bdy of revolution set at zero angle of
attack in the 1- by >foot supersonic wind tunnel No. 2. The contour of
the bcdy is shown in figure 15. Stream amgle and pressure surveys were
made in the vertical plane of symmetry with the wind tunnel empty. The
model was equipped with pressure orifices at a nurfiberof longitudinal
stations and pressure measurements were made by rotating the bcdy me
revolution by increments of 30°. The increment in lift coefficient per

unit body length & (LcL) was determined from the pressure measurements.

This distribution of & (ML) includes the ccunbinedeffects of vertical ●

pressure gradient, stream azlgle,and the effects of stream angle on cross-
flow separatism and is represented by squares in figure 15. However, the .
effect of cross-flow separation due to stream angle is negligible at zero
angle of attack, so that, if the pressure measurements are corrected by ,
sribtractingout the pressures in the empty tunnel, the resulting distri–
bution of & (AC ) should represent that due to stream angle alone.

Ls
This corrected distribution is represented by the circles of figure 15.
By the method already given, it is possible to predict the distribution
of & (~Ls) from the measured distribution of stream angle along the

bcxiy. The predicted distribution is shuwn in figure 15 and is in fair
agreement with the measured distribution corrected for vertical pressure
gradients. From the figure, it is apparent that the effect of vertical
pressure gradients and stream~le are Qf approximately equal magnitude.

Triangular Wing Corrections

The only corrections applied to the aerod~mic coefficients of the
triangular wings were increments 2L!Ls and LL!ms to account for stream

angle. For the wing alone, the velocity potential given in reference 1
reduces to

9= Qoas A/s2-y’

.
●✌
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When equation (A17) is substituted
cient due to strcam+.ngle gradient

()Ay 4
T. =

in equation (A3), the loading coeffi-
becomes

‘~ J=
x

.(A18)

The lift ona spanwise strip of width dx is found from equation (A2) to
be

(A19)

The incremental spanwise
be found by substituting

lift due to the magnitude of the stream angle can
equation (Al) in equation (A2). The result is

()d~= 4sas s Q&
Gq

The addition of equations (A19) and (A20) yields the total
spanwise lift due to stream angle as

When equation (A21) is integrated over the wing apex chord
coefficient form, the increment in lift coefficient due to
becomes

MT
f

_ 2X Cr & (ass2) dx
Cr‘m

o
‘s

or

Since equation (A23) is a
(described in the section

%s =Z%t tan e

result of slender=wing theory,
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS) iS

the results to higher-aspect-ratio triangular
tion is

AC!. = 2fiAa. tan e

(A20)

incremental

(A21)

and converted to
stream a~e

(A22)

(A23)

the factor L
used to extend

wings. !Ilfieresulting equa-

(A24)
‘is ‘t

The increment in pitching moment due to stream angle is



(.-* r2~+*m2cr.‘%3‘
with the moments taken about the
ment to the centroid of the wing
is used:

NACARMA50F06

/

Cr

)
as s2dx (A25)

. U* /

wing apex. lo transfer the moment incre-
plan-form area, the following equaticm

‘m S=Ems’+

Wingaody Combimtion

.

‘Ls (A26)

Corrections

The only corrections a~lied to the wlng~ody combinations were incre-
ments of lift and pitchingacment coefficient to account for stream angle.
The corrections have-been determined using a theory analogms to that used
for the body and the wings. The wing~ciiy comhin.aticmscanbe considered
to consist of three parts: (1) from the nose of the bmly to the intersec–
tion of the wing leading edge and the boiy Xz, (2) from X2 to the wing
trailing edge xt, and (3) from xt to the body base xb. Over the first -
part of the combination the analysis is the same as that for the bdy alone,
but the limits of integration are changed. For this part the increment in
lift coefficient due to stream,angle is givenby .

Zli& =

For win@&y combinations

.
X2

2*

J’
. & (a=as) dx

‘mcr o

—

(A27)

similar to those of the present tests (in which
the e~osed wing lies entirely along the cylindrical part of the baiy), the
velocity potential due to the body, for the second part, is given by

and the velocity potential fur the wing is given by

(A28)

(A29)

When equations (A28) and (A29) are substituted in eq”uaticm(A3), the load-
ing coefficients-due to the str~ngle gradient become

(A30)

.

.
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.

.

and

The lift
angle is

.

.
i.

(A31)

m a spanwise strip of width dx due to the gradient in stream
found from equation (A2) to be

The incremental spnwise lift due to the magnitude of the stream angle
can be found by substituting equation (Al) in equation (A2). The result
is

Thus the increment in lift coefficient due to stream angle for
part is given by

For the third part, the analysis is again the same as that for
alone, with the limits of integration changed. When this ~rt
bdy is cylindrical, as in the present case, the effect of the
of the stream angle is zero, and the incremental spanwise lift
stream angle is that due to gradient of stream angle. ~s is

The increment in lift coefficient due to stream
is

(A33)

the second

(A34)

the boiy
of the
magnitude
due to
given by

(A35)

angle for the third prt

(A36)

The increment in lift coefficient for the cmbinatiom is then found (by
integrating over the three parts of the configuration and ap@ying the
factor A to the second part) to be
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~ ab2 (a%)- a8t

mr

The corresponding increment in
bdiy nose is

pitching-mment

(A37)

coefficient about the

(A38)

The increment in moment coefficient transferred to the centroid of the
wing pla~form area is

,+%
‘ms=mme T

where Xw is the distance from the body

wing plan-form area.
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TABLE I.- SUMMARY OF GEOMETRICAL FROI!ERT13ZSOF WINGS

wing

Sketch
1 i i i A A

A. (deg) 80.4 71.6 63.2 56.0 50.3 45.0

A (deg)
+

71.4 56,2 44.7 36.6 31.0 26.6

Sm (in. ) 1.25 1.75 2.25 2.76 3.24 3.74

3 (in. ) 4.95 3,49 2.97 2.73 2.60 2.49

Cr (in. ) 7.43 5.23 4*45 4.10 3.90 3.74

S (in.2) 9.29 9.15 10.01 X!-*3O 12.66 13.99

A 0.67 1.34 2.02 2.69 3.33 4900

.

.
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TABLE II.– SUMMARY OF RESUITS

ConfigurateIon Lift Momsnt

,()
%da ~. (per deg)

()
5

Syhbol Sketch dCL L+O
M#.50 M&2 .02 ~.1.50 M&2 .02

B 0:0340<1 0.0460 -0.20 -0.20
(.0349) (.0349) (-.190) (-.lgo)

WI e’ .0208 .0186 -.09
(.0176) ( .0169) (0)

-i:j

w= a
.0305 .0275 .06

( .0323) (.0289) (:) (o)

w=
a

.0387 .0347 .03 .06
( .0442) (.0374) (0) (o)

I
W4

d
.0455 .0395 .0

?
.04

(=0533) (.0398) (o (0)

W5
a

.0507 .0425 .06 .04
(.0602) (.0398) (o) (o)

%
a

.0544 .0416 .07
(.0624) (.03*) (o) g

WZB ~ ~~“~fi, .0163 .20
(.0134) (::0) (.191)

‘=B - ~::;:, (“:~] (::7) (::5)

‘sB + ,;:%, ,::;~, “u
.10

‘4B ‘_ + (:% ,::% x, ;;;:

W5B
+

.0526 .0451
(.0590) (. 0405) (:%19) (:gl)

W6B 1 .0571 .0460
(.0622) ( .0410) (:59!3) (::0) .

Note: In each case the experimental value is given first and the
correspending theoretical value indicated in parenthesess
directly below.
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(a) Wing40dy cotiination.

(b) Wing alone.

Figure 4.– W- and wing~ody cotiination mounted in tunnel.
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Figure 7 .– Continued.
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